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Java String interview Questions
A Java string is a grouping of characters that exist as an object of the class java.lang. Java strings are made and
controlled through the string class. Once made, a string is unchanging it's value cannot be modified. Here are
some of the frequently asked Java String Interview Questions that can help you prepare and get an overview
of the topic.

Q1. Can String be considered as a keyword?
No String is not a keyword.

Q2. What do you understand by the term String with respect to Java?
With respect to Java, a String can be attributed internally by a variety of byte esteems. In renditions up to and
including Java 8, a String was made out of a permanent exhibit of Unicode characters. Nonetheless, most
characters require just 8 bits (1 byte) to speak to them rather than 16 bits. In order to improve memory
utilization and execution, Java 9 presented Compact Strings. This implies that if a String contains just 1-byte
characters, it ought to be represented for utilizing Latin-1 encoding. In the event that a String contains
somewhere around 1 multi-byte character, it will be interpreted to as 2 bytes for each character utilizing UTF-16
encoding. In C and C++, String is likewise a variety of characters. However, in Java, it's a different article with
its very own API.

Q3. Describe String intern() methodology
As indicated by Oracle records, when the intern methodology is summoned, if the String steady pool as of now
contains a string equivalent to the String object as controlled by the equals(Object) technique, at that point the
string from the pool is returned. Generally, the String object is added to the pool and a reference to the String
object is returned. The errand of intern() technique is to put String (that is passed to the intern methodology)
into the string steady pool.

Q4. What technique can be employed to compare two Strings?
There are different approaches to think about two String like equivalents() technique, equalsIgnoreCase() and so
forth, You can likewise observe 4 different ways to look at String in Java for more precedents. The primary
concern which questioner checks are that whether competitor referenced uniformity administrator or not "==",
contrasting String and equity administrator is a typical oversight which works for some situation and doesn't

work in other.

Q5. How many techniques can be employed to create a String Object?
As strings are objects so strings can obviously be made utilizing new administrator. String class has in excess 10
constructors to make various Strings which ranges from accepting nothing as a parameter to taking char exhibit,
StringBuilder, another String as contention and StringBuffer. Another and increasingly favored approach to
making Strings is to relegate String exacting legitimately to a String reference as you will accomplish for any
crude type. For each string, a strict Java will consequently build a String object. For instance - String str = "abc";

Q6. What do you understand by the term String Pool?
It is a pool of reserved String objects for limiting the number of String examples and improving execution by
having a similar occurrence with various customers and diminishing rubbish accumulation. Before Java 7, the
Sring pool was situated on meta-space where class metadata was put away however, from JDK 7 onwards it's
moved into stack space.

Q7. Give reasons supporting that String is immutable.
Some of the reasons why String is considered as immutable with respect to Java include the following:
Security: String is made unchanging to help increment the Security. Delicate information like username, a
password can be put away as the Strings cannot be altered once made.
Class stacking: String objects are utilized for Class stacking. It is conceivable that wrong class has been
stacked in the JVM if the String is changeable that is modifiable.
String Safe: Immutable Strings are string safe. Synchronization is not required when we use them in the
multithreading condition.

Q8. Describe the process as to how substring() methodology mechanisms in Java.
Substring has a similar character cluster as String. It can prompt the memory spill if the first String is very huge
and not important to hold in the memory. It is unexpectedly held by substring as a substring is little in size. It
results in the anticipation of the vast exhibit being rubbish gathered.

Q9. Define the term String Pool?
When String literals are made, they are put away in a String pool and that is a typical pool; which implies in the
event that there are two strings literals having a similar substance, at that point those strings will share the space
in the pool. When String object is made by appointing a string strict, the pool will be checked to confirm if there
is a current article with a similar substance on the off chance that there is. At that point that current reference is

utilized, no new item is made all things considered. On the off chance that no item is found with a similar
substance. At that point, this new exacting will be included in the pool.

Q10. Why Char array is favored over String for the storage of passwords?
The string is permanent in Java and put away in String pool. When it has made it remains in the pool until
except if rubbish gathered. So despite the fact that we are finished with the secret key it's accessible in memory
for a longer span and there is no real way to evade it. It is a security chance since anybody approaching memory
dump can discover the secret word as clear content. In the event that we utilize a burn cluster to store secret
phrase, we can set it to clear once we are finished with it.

Q11. Differentiate between StringBuffer and String.
String
StringBuffer
Length is fixed
Length can be changed whenever required
It is immutable
It is mutable
The object shows slow performance Object exhibits fast performance
Consumes loads memory
Consumers lower capacity of memory
Stored in a constant pool
Stored on a heap of the memory

Q12. What methodology can be employed to locate substrings inside a string?
In order to locate substrings inside a string indexOf() and lastIndexOf() strategies can be utilized. One can
likewise utilize contains() strategy. Open boolean contains(CharSequence s) helps in returning true if and just if
this string contains the predefined grouping of char qualities or else it will return false.

Q13. What technique is carried out to find out if a particular string is empty?
There are numerous approaches to check if a String is unfilled in Java. For example, you can check its length. In
the event that the length of String is zero, at that point it is unfilled. Else, you can likewise utilize an isEmpty()
technique which returns genuine if String is unfilled. However, you should be watchful with prerequisites. For
example, a String may contain whitespace, which will look unfilled however length will not be zero.

Q14. Is it possible to compare various Strings with the help of == operator? What are the
risks involved?
One can compare Strings utilizing the equality administrator however, that is not recommended or prompted on
the grounds that equity administrator is utilized to analyze natives and equivalents() technique ought to be

utilized to look at such items. From the knowledge of entanglement of autoboxing in Java, one can infer how
uniformity administrator can make an unobtrusive issue while looking at crude Object.
At any rate, String is free from that issue since it does not have a comparing crude sort and does not take an
interest in autoboxing. Practically all the time looking at the String implies contrasting substance of Strings. For
example, characters and equivalents() technique are utilized to perform character-based correlation. meets()
returns true if two Strings focuses to a similar item or two Strings have the same substance while ==
administrator returns genuine if two String object focuses to a similar article however return false if two
distinctive String object contains same substance.

Q15. Which one of the following suits the description of a string better: derived or
primitive?
A String is a Derived kind since it has state and conduct. For instance, it has strategies like substring(),
indexOf(), and equivalents(), that particularly primitives do not have. However, people as a whole use it so
frequently that it has some uncommon qualities that make it feel like a crude: While strings are not put away on
the call stack, as are primitive, they are put away in an exceptional memory area called the string pool. Like
primitives, we can utilize the + administrator on strings. In addition, once more, similar to primitives, one can
make an occurrence of a String without the latest password.
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